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This paper presents a finite difference, time-layer-weighted, bidirectional algorithm that solves

the Fokker–Planck–Kolmogorov (FPK) equation in order to forecast the probability density curve

(PDC) of the monthly affluences to the Betania hydropower reservoir in the upper part of the

Magdalena River in Colombia. First, we introduce a deterministic kernel to describe the basic

dynamics of the rainfall–runoff process and show its optimisation using the S/sD performance

criterion as a goal function. Second, we introduce noisy parameters into this model, configuring

a stochastic differential equation that leads to the corresponding FPK equation. We discuss the

set-up of suitable initial and boundary conditions for the FPK equation and the introduction of

an appropriate Courant–Friederich–Levi condition for the proposed numerical scheme that uses

time-dependent drift and diffusion coefficients. A method is proposed to identify noise intensities.

The suitability of the proposed numerical scheme is tested against an analytical solution and the

general performance of the stochastic model is analysed using a combination of the Kolmogorov,

Pearson and Smirnov statistical criteria.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrological variability is a major source of uncertainty for

hydropower generation. In Colombia, 65% of electricity is

hydraulically generated. Throughout the country, 24 hydro-

power reservoirs are installed and operating (Ministerio de

Minas y Energı́a 2008). As the country’s economy expands,

the Mines and Energy Ministry has begun to develop an

infrastructure expansion plan to ensure future power

generation (Ministerio de Minas y Energı́a 2006). At

present, the Hydrological and Powerplant Committee

(HPC), which belongs to the Colombian Central Hydro-

power Dispatch System, requires probabilistic hydrological

forecasts for short, medium and long term planning (daily,

monthly and yearly timeframes). Assuming stationary

hydrology, such forecasts can be built using Monte Carlo

techniques and time series modelling (AR, ARMA and

ARIMA models). Due to climate change and human

intervention in the river basins, the hypothesis of stationary

hydrological conditions no longer holds. A technique to

handle an unstable hydrological regime is therefore

required. In this paper, we present a finite-difference,

time-layer-weighted, bidirectional solution to the FPK

equation that describes the evolution of probability density

curves (PDC) of monthly affluences to hydropower reser-

voirs under non-stationary conditions. To take into account

the physical basis of the rainfall–runoff process, we first

introduce a deterministic kernel of low complexity. This

kernel is then enhanced with the introduction of noisy

parameters, leading to a general stochastic rainfall–runoff

differential equation that can be solved in several ways. One

such solution is the numerical solution of the corresponding

FPK equation. This approach keeps the deterministic kernel

simple, reflecting only the essential features of the process

(Samarsky & Mikhailov 1997) and accounting for indirect,

non-essential factors with noisy parameters. An alternative
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approach is to use a more complex operator to represent

each system element in order to present a holistic under-

standing of the process. This approach could require large

vectors of input data and parameters to be optimised. The

latter approach has several drawbacks associated with the

spatial and temporal resolution required by its operator and

the resolution of the available field data. Another drawback

is the uncertainty of initial and boundary conditions due to

random measurement error. Note that complex models can

be very sensitive to such kinds of errors. Finally, this

concurrent type of modelling cannot provide a probabilistic

description of the dynamics of real systems, as is required by

the Colombian Hydropower Sector.

Stochastic modelling using the FPK equation is

becoming a valuable approach to simulate complex systems,

including hydrological ones. Hydrology is a scientific

discipline that has embraced probabilities since its scientific

development (Hazen 1914; Foster 1923; Sokolovskiy 1930;

Kritskiy & Menkel 1935, 1940). Presented here, the FPK

equation approach can be treated as the next logical

development of the field and as an extension of the

works on stochastic hydrology proposed in the 1950s

(Kartvelishvili 1958, 1969). The foundations of the method

presented here were proposed by V. V. Kovalenko at the

Russian State Hydrometeorological University (Kovalenko

1986, 1988, 1993) and were based on the fundamental work

of A. N. Kolmogorov (1931). Kolmogorov’s work and

the theory of stochastic processes have been fruitful in

different scientific domains, including physics, mechanical,

astronautical and civil engineering, signal processing and

nonlinear filtering. During the past two decades, random

response predictions, stochastic stability and bifurcation,

the first passage problem and nonlinear control problems

have all been solved using different approximate solutions

of the FPK equation (Stratonovich 1967; Sveshnikov 1968a,

2007; Gardiner 1985; Friedrich & Uhl 1996; Siegert et al.

1998; Ulyanov et al. 1998a,b; Friedrich et al. 2000; Zhu &

Cai 2002; Frank et al. 2004). Now, this approach is bringing

new tools into hydrology to solve modern problems that

relate to efficient water management under heavy human

use, adaptation to and mitigation of the ongoing global

change process, and the hydrological effects of global

warming (Lambin et al. 2001; Labat et al. 2004; Piao et al.

2007). All of these new challenges reject the hypothesis of

stationary hydrology, requiring not only non-stationary

approaches but also new methods to predict the influence

of various driving factors on runoff variability at different

time scales (hourly, daily, weekly, annual and long-term

runoff). Recently, different works on this subject have been

published. Some of these use an intensive analytical

approach to describe the dynamics of changing statistical

characteristics of hydrological systems (Fujita & Kudo 1995;

Lee et al. 2001; Naidenov & Shveikina 2002 Dolgonosov &

Korchagin 2007), whereas others look for pseudo-stationary

solutions to describe the long-term variations and stability of

annual runoff probabilistic patterns (ASCE 1993; Khaustov

1999; Frolov 2006). Previous work on numerical solutions to

the FPK equation has been done in the field of probabilistic

affluence forecasting, all of which uses numerical schemes

with one-directional drift (Kovalenko 1993; Shevnina 2001).

Since pseudo-stationary solutions and one-directional

numerical schemes are not suitable for understanding the

system dynamics in terms of conditioned PDCs, a stable,

bidirectional numerical solution to the FPK equation and its

practical application will therefore presented and discussed

below (Domı́nguez 2004).

METHODS

We present a stochastic rainfall–runoff model that works

under non-stationary conditions, its corresponding FPK

equation, the applied numerical schemes, initial and

boundary conditions, and details on its application and

modelling results.

The rainfall–runoff process is important to engineering

design, water management and flood risk prevention, where

all of these tasks require the probabilistic assessment of

runoff fluctuations on different time scales (long, medium

and short term). First, to understand the system dynamics,

we must develop a deterministic kernel to describe the

essence of the rainfall–runoff process. Doing so will keep

the model as simple as possible but not overly simple. The

process can thus be represented by an ordinary differential

equation (ODE) of the type

t
dQðtÞ

dt
þ

1

k
QðtÞ ¼ XðtÞ ð1Þ
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where

t—relaxation time (coefficient) [T];

Q—affluences [L3/T];

t—time coordinate [T];

k—runoff coefficient [];

X—rainfall [L3/T].

Equation (1) can be obtained from the two-dimensional

Saint Venant equation. With different assumptions, we can

obtain Equation (1) or a higher-order ordinary differential

equation (Kovalenko et al. 2005, pp 54–57). The differential

operator has being widely applied in hydrology to simulate

the rainfall–runoff process. General lumped models

represented by systems of ODE can be found, for example

(Kuchment 1972; Whitehead et al. 1979; McCann & Singh

1980; Pingoud 1982, 1983; Sharma & Murthy 1996; Wang &

Chen 1996; Kovalenko et al. 2005). Equation (1) is linear

and has been chosen just for convenience; its suitability will

be established in terms of the S/sD performance criterion,

which is presented later. Although this equation offers good

performance, we believe that it will not provide a perfect

forecast or simulation, but rather will always involve some

degree of error. This error may be associated with model

incompleteness, initial condition uncertainties or observed

data inexactness. To take into account all of these

uncertainties, say that 2(1/kt ; c) and X/t ; N. Then, c

represents the basin’s internal properties and N the external

influence over the basin domain. Both c(t) and N(t) can be

represented as a composition of structural and random

components as c ¼ �cðtÞ þ ~cðtÞ and N ¼ �NðtÞ þ ~NðtÞ, where ~c

and ~N are white noise processes (or processes without

memory) with G~c, G ~N and G~c ~N noise intensities. Then,

Equation (1) becomes

dQðtÞ

dt
¼ ð�cðtÞ þ ~cðtÞÞQðtÞ þ ð �NðtÞ þ ~NðtÞÞ ð2Þ

Integrating Equation (2) from t to þ Dt, we set

Qðtþ DtÞ ¼ QðtÞ þ
ðtþDt

t
ð�cðtÞ þ ~cðtÞÞQðtÞdt

þ
ðtþDt

t
ð �NðtÞ þ ~NðtÞÞdt ð3Þ

Equation (3) is a generalised stochastic rainfall–runoff

model (Kovalenko 1993). From (3), we deduce that

Q(t þ Dt) depends just on the value of Q(t). Since ~c and ~N

are white noise, we conclude that p(QkjQk21, Qk22, …

Qk23) ¼ p(QkjQk21). From this, it follows that (3) fulfils all

of the conditions for a simple Markov process for which we

can obtain the following partial differential equation

(Kolmogorov 1931; Pawula 1967; Kovalenko 1993):

›pðt;QÞ

›t
þ

›½Aðt;QÞpðt;QÞ�

›Q
2

1

2

›2½Bðt;QÞpðt;QÞ�

›Q2
¼ 0 ð4Þ

In this equation, p(t,Q) represents the probabilistic

density of Q at the moment t, and A(Q,t) and B(Q,t) are

the drift and diffusion coefficients. These deterministic

functions determine all the particularities of our Markov

process. The analytic forms of the drift and diffusion

coefficients depend on the structure of the selected

deterministic kernel and on the types of noises intro-

duced to build the stochastic rainfall–runoff model. In

fact, these coefficients are defined as (Gardiner 1985;

Svieshnikov 1968):

Aðt;QÞ ¼
Dt!0
lim

E½DQjQ�

Dt
ð5Þ

Bðt;QÞ ¼
Dt!0
lim

E½DQ2jQ�

Dt
ð6Þ

Then, the drift A(t,Q) is the instantaneous rate of

change of the mean of the process given that Q(t) ¼ Q.

Similarly, B(t,Q) denotes the instantaneous rate of change

of the squared fluctuations of the process given that

Q(t) ¼ Q. Kovalenko (1993) has shown that, from Equation

(2), the following analytic forms for the drift and diffusion

coefficients can be derived:

Aðt;QÞ ¼ 2ð�c2 0:5G~cÞQðtÞ2 0:5G~c ~N þ �NðtÞ ð7Þ

Bðt;QÞ ¼ G~cQðtÞ2 2 2G~c ~NQðtÞ þG ~N ð8Þ

Provided that we can set initial and boundary

conditions for Equation (4), we can solve it analytically or

numerically. The stationary solution for the FPK equation

can be analytically determined for a wide range of problems.

In the nonstationary case, an analytical solution can be

found for problems with strong restrictions on the analytical

types of the drift and diffusion coefficients. Approximate

analytical solutions for the transient FPK equation have been
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found by different authors in different fields (Stratonovich

1967; Sveshnikov 1968a,b, 2007; Gardiner 1985; Mitropol’skii

& Nguen 1991; Mitropol’skii 1995; Ulyanov et al. 1998a,b;

Guo-Kang 1999; Di Paola & Sofi 2002; Haiwu et al. 2003).

Numerical solutions of the FPK equation solve a wide range

of general problems. Successful applications of the finite

difference method have been reported by different authors

using explicit or implicit schemes and different finite

difference approximations for the drift term (Vanaja 1992;

Challa & Faruqi 1996; Wojtkiewicz et al. 1997; Kumar &

Narayanan 2006; Schmidt & Lamarque 2007). To enable

two-directional drift, some authors have recommended

approximating the drift term of the FPK equation with

central differences (Challa & Faruqi 1996; Wojtkiewicz et al.

1997; Kumar & Narayanan 2006) but, in implementing our

numerical scheme, we found that central differences were

always unstable. A theoretical explanation for the uncondi-

tioned instability of central differences is presented in the

classical work of Potter (1973). Instead of central differ-

ences, we have implemented a bidirectional approach for

the drift term of Equation (4). Assuming that the affluences

Q are in the interval [a, b ], we set an uniform mesh with

Q £ t nodes defined as: Qj ¼ a þ jDQ and ti ¼ t0 þ iDt with

j ¼ 0,1, … , n; n ¼ (b 2 a)/DQ and (i ¼ 0,1, …). Then we

can write the following numerical time-weighted bidirec-

tional finite-difference approximation for the FPK equation:

piþ1
j 2 pij
Dt

¼ 2 s
wL Aiþ1

jþ1p
iþ1
jþ1 2Aiþ1

j piþ1
j

� �
DQ

þ
wR Aiþ1

j piþ1
j 2Aiþ1

j21p
iþ1
j21

� �
DQ

2
4

3
5

8<
:

þð1 2 sÞ
wL Ai

jþ1p
i
jþ1 2Ai

jp
i
j

� �
DQ

þ
wRðA

i
jp

i
j 2Ai

j21p
i
j21Þ

DQ

2
4

3
5
9=
;

þ s
1

2

Biþ1
jþ1p

iþ1
jþ1 2 2Biþ1

j piþ1
j þ Biþ1

j21p
iþ1
j21

� �
DQ2

2
4

3
5

8<
:

þð1 2 sÞ
1

2

Bi
jþ1p

i
jþ1 2 2Bi

jp
i
j þ Bi

j21p
i
j21

� �
DQ2

2
4

3
5
9=
;

ð9Þ

where wR and wL are directional coefficients enabling

bi-directional drift and s is a weighting coefficient for time

layers. Here, if Ai
j , 0, then wR ¼ 0 and wL ¼ 1. For Ai

j $ 0,

wR ¼ 1 and wL ¼ 0. If s ¼ 1, the numeric scheme (9) becomes

a totally implicit scheme. When s ¼ 0, we instead have

a totally explicit scheme. To solve Equation (9) explicitly,

it is necessary to fulfil a Courant–Frederich–Levi

stability condition:

maxðjBðt;QÞjÞ
Dt

DQ2
,

1

2
ð10Þ

Boundary conditions for (9) may be either reflecting:

Aðt;QÞpðt;QÞ2
1

2

›2½Bðt;QÞpðt;QÞ�

›Q2

 !
Q ¼ a

Q ¼ b

¼ 0 ð11Þ

or absorbing:

pðt;QÞQ ¼ a

Q ¼ b

¼ 0 ð12Þ

The explicit case for the FPK equation, discarding all

right-hand terms with time index i þ 1 in (9), can be easily

implemented using any programming language. The effi-

ciency of the code will depend on condition (10) only, and

no difficult programming issues will be faced. Solving

Equation (9) in full requires more effort. This equation

must be rewritten as

j iþ1
j piþ1

j21 þ c iþ1
j piþ1

j þ g iþ1
j piþ1

jþ1 ¼ Ri
j ð13Þ

where

j iþ1
j ¼ 2v2A

iþ1
j21 2 v5B

iþ1
j21 ð14Þ

g iþ1
j ¼ v1A

iþ1
jþ1 2 v5B

iþ1
jþ1 ð15Þ

c iþ1
j ¼ v2A

iþ1
j 2 v1A

iþ1
j þ 2v5B

iþ1
j þ 1 ð16Þ

Ri
j ¼ 2pi

j þ v3A
i
jþ1p

i
jþ1 2 v3A

i
jp

i
j þ v4A

i
jp

i
j 2

v4A
i
j21p

i
j21 2 v6B

i
jþ1p

i
jþ1 þ 2v6B

i
jp

i
j 2

v6B
i
j21p

i
j21 ð17Þ

with

v1 ¼
swLDt

DQ
ð18Þ

v2 ¼
swRDt

DQ
ð19Þ
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v3 ¼
ð1 2 sÞwLDt

DQ
ð20Þ

v4 ¼
ð1 2 sÞwRDt

DQ
ð21Þ

v5 ¼
sDt

2DQ2
ð22Þ

v6 ¼
ð1 2 sÞDt

2DQ2
ð23Þ

Equation (17) leads to a three-diagonal algebraic

equation system that can be solved efficiently using the

Thomas factorisation method (Potter 1973; Akai 1994).

APPLICATION AND MODELLING RESULTS

The above numerical scheme was applied to set up the

forecast of the PDCs of monthly affluences to the Betanias

hydropower reservoir. This reservoir is located in the upper

part of the Magdalena River basin, receiving affluences from

an area of 13,600 km2 with a mean streamflow of 430 m3/s.

The hydrometeorological network has 64 hydrometric

stations and 200 rainfall gauges. This network started to

operate in 1960. Some of the observation nodes are linked

through a satellite transmission system and report data

hourly. The hydrometric stations Paicol (coded as 2104701

in the Network Catalogue) and Puente Balseadero (coded

as 2105706) record 93% of the total streamflow to this

reservoir, so the sum of the streamflows registered by these

stations was used to approximate the total reservoir inflow.

The rainfall stations used to determine the input precipi-

tation were selected after a correlation analysis. A corre-

lation matrix of size 200 £ 40 was built to determine the

best streamflow predictors among all the precipitation

gauges. As a result, we have selected the total precipitation

measured by the rainfall stations with codes 2101013,

2101014, 2103006, 2103506, 2105031, 2601005, 2601007

and 4401010. The last station is located outside the basin

domain, but it still measures precipitation patterns that

influence the streamflow at the upper part of the Magdalena

River. The correlation coefficient between total rainfall and

streamflow was 0.85.

The above rainfall–runoff information was used to

determine the optimal values for the parameters t and k

(Equation (1)). To solve this inverse problem, we developed

the following numerical scheme for Equation (1):

QtþDt ¼ k XtþDt þ
t

Dt

Qt

Xt
2Qt

� �� �
ð24Þ

The explanation of symbols is the same as for

Equation (1).

We use the ratio S/sD as a goal function. If we denote

Qobs
i and Qf

i as observed and forecasted affluences then, to

evaluate the S/sD criterion (Popov 1968; Appolov et al.

1974), we must use the following expressions:

Di ¼ Qobs
i 2Qobs

i2T ð25Þ

�D ¼
1

n

Xn
i¼1

Di ð26Þ

sD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1ðDi 2 �DÞ2

n2 1

s
ð27Þ

S ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 Qobs

i 2Qf
i

� �2

n2 1

vuut
ð28Þ

A value of S/sD ¼ 0 provides the perfect forecast/simu-

lation. A model calibration is satisfactory if S/sD # 0.8. In

our numerical experiments, we found S/sD # 0.10 for the

calibration period and S/sD # 0.20 for the blind validation

test (see Figure 1). The test was performed by issuing 125

forecasts.

To apply the numerical scheme (9), we designed two

kinds of modelling set-ups. The first assumes that the

standard deviation of monthly affluence values comes

from the typical error produced by the monitoring system,

so that a normal distribution was used to characterise

monthly affluences (we call these initial conditions type 1).

The second set-up type assumes that the deviation of

monthly streamflows to the Betania reservoir can be

characterised by the fluctuations of daily affluences to the

reservoir within each month. For this set-up type, we

selected, prior to simulations, the time period where daily

streamflows behaved randomly inside their respective
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months. A sign test (Druzhinin & Sikan 2001) with a

significance level of 5% was applied to determine the

randomness of daily mean flows inside each month. We

found that, for January, February, March, September and

November, daily flows could be considered independent

and identically distributed random magnitudes. Then, for

the daily discharge values of the above months, we used the

Pearson, Smirnov and Kolmogorov goodness-of-fit criteria

(Mitropolsky 1971; Rozhdenstvenskiy & Chevotariov 1974;

Haan 1977; Lindley & Scott 1995; Tomas et al. 2002) to fit

g distributions that were used as initial conditions for the

second type (we call these initial conditions type 2). Within

the first set-up, we fit 132 normal distributions that were

used as initial conditions and also as observed distributions

to check the performance of the stochastic model. For the

second type set-up, we adjusted only 66 g distributions

because not all months passed the randomness test. The

adjusted g distributions were used as initial conditions for

the FPK equation and as observed distributions in the

second set-up type in order to check the stochastic model

performance when simulating asymmetrical distributions.

Figure 2 shows the dynamics for the observed normal and g

distributions in the 1991 calendar year.

To identify the internal ðc ¼ �cðtÞ þ ~cðtÞÞ and external

ðN ¼ �NðtÞ þ ~NðtÞÞ system parameters and their noise

intensities G~c, G ~N and G~c ~N, we applied a pseudo-stationary

solution for the FPK equation (Kovalenko 1993). Assuming

›p(t,Q)/›t ¼ 0 and introducing the following notation:

a ¼
G~c ~N þ 2 �N

2�cþG~c
ð29Þ

100
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800

Q
 (

m
3 /s

)
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100

200
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400
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Figure 1 | Visual control of validation results for Equation (1).
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b0 ¼
2G ~N

2�cþG~c
ð30Þ

b1 ¼
G~c ~N

2�cþG~c
ð31Þ

b2 ¼
2G ~N

2�cþG~c
ð32Þ

Equation (4) becomes

dp

dQ
¼

Q2 a

b0 þ b1Qþ b2Q2
p ð33Þ

Equation (33) represents the Pearson family of density

curves that is widely applied in hydrology (Rozhdenstvens-

kiy & Chevotariov 1974). From Equation (33), regrouping,

multiplying by Q n and integrating, we can deduce an
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Figure 2 | Dynamics for normal (A) and g distributions (B) of monthly affluences to Betania’s reservoir.
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equation that links the parameters [a, b0, b1, b2] with the

noncentred statistical moments of order n (an):

nb0an21þ½ðnþ1Þb12a�anþ½ðnþ2Þb2þ1�anþ1¼0 ð34Þ

Given n ¼ 0, … , 3, we must read the system:

2b2a1 þ b1 2 a ¼ 2a1;

3b2a2 þ 2b1a1 2 b0 2 aa1 ¼ 2a2;

4b2a3 þ 3b1a2 þ 2b0a1 2 aa2 ¼ 2a3;

5b2a4 þ 4b1a3 þ 3b0a2 2 aa3 ¼ 2a4

ð35Þ

Following from (34):

a ¼ 0:5ð2a3 2 4a3
1 þ 5a1a2Þ=ða2 2 a2

1Þ;

b0 ¼ 0:5ð22a2
2 þ a2a

2
1 þ a1a3Þ=ða2 2 a2

1Þ;

b1 ¼ 0:5ð3a1a2 2 2a3
1 2 a3Þ=ða2 2 a2

1Þ

ð36Þ

If the statistical moments [a1, a2, a3] are evaluated

directly from hydrological records, then combining

Equations (29)–(32) with the system (36), we obtain

�c ¼
�N

ða2 b1=2Þ
ð37Þ

G~c ~N ¼
�Nb1

ða2 b1=2Þ
ð38Þ

G ~N ¼
22 �Nb0

ða2 b1=2Þ
ð39Þ

Equations (37)–(39) close the inverse problem for the

FPK equation parameters. The ultimate solution of this

problem depends on the type of initial conditions used. For

the first type, the normality of the density distributions

leads to b1 ¼ b2 ¼ 0, G~c ~N ¼ 0 and G~c ø 0. From this it

follows that

a ¼ a1 ð40Þ

�c ¼
�N

a1
ð41Þ

b0 ¼
2G ~N

2�c
ð42Þ

For the second type, assuming the initial conditions

have asymmetric distributions, setting G~c ~N – 0 and keeping

G~c < 0, we obtain

a ¼ a1 þ b1 ð43Þ

b0 ¼ a2
1 2 a1b1 2 a2 ð44Þ

b1 ¼ 3a1a2 2 a3 2 2a3
1 ð45Þ

Hence the vector (a1, a2, a3) can be established directly

from observed daily affluence data. For each selected

month, we fitted a g distribution theoretic curve p(Q) to

daily affluences (Rozhdenstvenskiy & Chevotariov 1974;

Haan 1977). This analytical curve was used to evaluate the

vector [a1, a2, a3] as follows:

ak ¼
Xn
i¼1

piQ
k
i ð46Þ

where k represents the order of the statistical moment. In

our case k ¼ (1,2,3).

These numerical schemes were developed as a MS

Windows application. This application was programmed

using the Object Oriented Pascal language within the

Borland Rapid Application Development Environment

“Delphi 7”. As testing platforms, we used Scilab and MS

Excel. This application implements absorbing boundary

conditions only. To avoid the loss of probability density

through the boundaries, we set an interval [a,b ] for the Q

ordinates that was wider than necessary given the observed

affluences. We performed 198 numerical experiments using

initial conditions of types 1 and 2. Before performing the

numerical simulations, we analysed the numerical scheme

suitability, the model sensibility and the modelling perform-

ance of the proposed numerical solution of the FPK

equation given errors in the input ðN ¼ �NðtÞ þ ~NðtÞÞ and

model parameters ðG ~N;G~c;G~c ~NÞ.

In order to assess the numerical scheme suitability, we

compared the numerical solution of a simple set-up case to

its analytic solution. Assume that G~c ¼ 0. Then the drift and

diffusion coefficients take the form

Aðt;QÞ ¼ 2�cQðtÞ2 0:5G~c ~N þ �NðtÞ ð47Þ

Bðt;QÞ ¼ 22G~c ~NQðtÞ þG ~N ð48Þ
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We introduce the following coefficients:

a0 ¼ 20:5G~c ~N þ �NðtÞ ð49Þ

a1 ¼ 2�c ð50Þ

b0 ¼ G ~N ð51Þ

b1 ¼ 22G~c ~N ð52Þ

We set up an FPK equation set-up for which an analytic

solution can be found as in (Sveshnikov 1968b):

�QðtÞ ¼
a0

a1
ðea1t 2 1Þ þQea1t ð53Þ

s2
Q ¼

b0

2a1
ðea1t 2 1Þ ð54Þ

where �QðtÞ and s 2
Q represent the mathematical expectation

and variance of the process. Setting up the initial conditions
�QðtÞ ¼ 900½m3=S� and s 2

Q ¼ 0 and the absorbing type

boundary conditions (12), we obtained the analytic and

numerical solutions presented in Figures 3 and 4. These

figures show a good concordance between the analytic and

numerical solutions.

Figure 3 | Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions of the FPK equation with totally explicit schemes.
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The modelling performance and sensitivity analysis of

the presented numerical solution to the FPK equation was

done using the observed input and output and defined by

Equations (29)–(31) noise intensities. Here we used initial

conditions of type 1. We randomly inserted additive errors

of different levels (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50%) around the

measured values for input. Then the modelling performance

and sensibility of the modelling parameters were assessed

for each level of model input error. To do so, we established

the percentage of successful forecasts for each numerical

experiment. A forecast was considered successful if the

forecasted PDC verified the null hypothesis about the

coincidence of forecasted and observed PDCs. We required

a 60% success rate. The goodness of fit was tested using

Kolmogorov (l), Smirnov (v 2) and Pearson (x 2) criteria.

This testing was completed for significance levels of 1, 5 and

10%. The sensitivity analysis showed that, on average, we

can reach a satisfactory level of success if the input rainfall

(observed or forecasted) has a mean absolute relative error

of 15% with a standard deviation of 10% (Figure 5).

Analysing Figure 5, we note that the Kolmogorov criterion

rejects the null hypothesis more frequently than the

Smirnov and Pearson criteria do. It is known that the

Kolmogorov criterion tends to “over-rejection of true

hypothesis” (Rozhdenstvenskiy & Chevotariov 1974). If we

follow the Smirnov and Pearson criteria only, we find that

the mean allowable absolute error in precipitation is 20%,

with a standard deviation of 15%. Figure 6 shows how

sensitive the parameter G ~N and the criteria S/sD are to

errors induced in the precipitation input. Here we see that

the error in G ~N increases linearly with error in input

precipitation. It seems that the error in G ~N will be almost

twice that of input rainfall. On the other hand, the criterion

S/sD behaves in a nonlinear manner and has a major

sensitivity to error in rainfall from 0 to 20%. The value of

S/sD increases more slowly when the rainfall error is greater

than 20%. Further, for the deterministic kernel (1), rainfall

with an error level not greater than 25% has enough

precision for a good deterministic forecasting performance

(S/sD # 0.80). This shows that the information require-

ments for the stochastic forecast using the FPK equation are

greater than for the deterministic forecast case.

When we forecast the PDC dynamically, we find two

types of error patterns. The first pattern is related to an

incorrect drift and the second to a flawed flattening or

sharpening of the forecasted PDC. An incorrect drift leads

to no coincidence in the modal values of observed and

forecast PDCs. Incorrect drift in highly sharpened PDCs
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(see, for example, the January PDC in Figure 2) increases

the l values for the Kolmogorov criteria (Figure 7), leading

to more frequent rejection of the null hypothesis. Figure 7

shows that very flat PDCs are less sensible to drift errors.

In general, point-by-point error will be greater for sharper

PDCs, so cumulative criteria (such as Pearson or Smirnov)

will also increase their null hypothesis rejection rates.

Finally, we performed numerical experiments varying

the degree of freedom (n), rainfall input and parameters

used by the FPK equation in the following ways:

Type I numerical experiments—use initial conditions of

type 1 and

(a) actual information about precipitation (X), runoff

coefficient (k) and external noise intensity (G ~N);

(b) lag one values for X, k and G ~N;

(c) actual values for X and forecast values for k and

G ~N;

(d) monthly averages for X and forecast values for k

and G ~N

Type II numeric experiments—use initial conditions of

type 2 and:

(a) actual information about precipitation (X), runoff

coefficient (k) and external noise intensity (G ~N);

(b) monthly averages for X, k and G ~N values.

Table 1 | Success of the monthly PDC forecast using initial conditions of type 1 and different degrees of freedom (n)

Successfulness (%)

Smirnov v 2 Kolmogorov l Pearson x 2

Significance level a

n Rainfall and FPK equation parameters 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10

15 Actual values for X, k, G ~N 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Lagged values for X, k, G ~N 56 42 38 15 14 14 65 64 64

Actual values for X and optimal k, G ~N 93 84 81 40 36 36 90 90 90

Monthly average for X and optimal k, G ~N 65 56 49 19 17 17 75 70 68

30 Actual values for X, k, G ~N 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Lagged values for X, k, G ~N 40 31 28 12 11 11 45 42 40

Actual values for X and optimal k, G ~N 61 52 46 18 17 17 57 53 51

Monthly average for X and optimal k G ~N 45 35 28 15 15 15 41 39 38

40 Actual values for X, k, G ~N 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Lagged values for X, k, G ~N 0 0 0 7 6 7 8 8 8

Actual values for X and optimal k, G ~N 57 47 41 15 15 15 56 52 52

Monthly average for X and optimal k, G ~N 39 28 21 14 13 13 41 39 38

Table 2 | Success of the monthly PDC forecast using initial conditions of type 2 and different liberty degrees (n)

Successfulness, %

Smirnov v 2 Kolmogorov l Pearson x 2

Significance level a

n Rainfall and FPK equation parameters 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10

15 Actual values for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

Monthly averages for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 93 71 68 39 36 36 99 99 96

30 Actual values for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 99 99 99 96 93 93 96 96 96

Monthly averages for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 68 61 50 21 21 21 93 82 61

40 Actual values for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 99 99 99 93 93 93 96 96 96

Monthly averages for X, k, G ~N y Gc ~N 64 50 39 21 18 18 71 64 46
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Figure 8 | Some examples of PDC forecasts of monthly affluences to Betania hydropower reservoir using actual values for rainfall input and FPK equation parameters.
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Summarising the performance analysis we have per-

formed for the results of numerical experiments, we found

that forecast performance decreases as the liberty degree n

increase (Tables 1 and 2). In the experiments that used

factual information about rainfall and FPK equation

parameters, we obtained a 100% success rate, demonstrat-

ing that the identification of the vector ðG~c;G~c ~N;G ~NÞ can be

done properly (Figure 8). Focusing our attention on the

Smirnov and Pearson criteria, we note that, for type I

numerical experiments (Table 1), when we use accurate

precipitation forecasts and optimised k and G ~N, we can

produce satisfactory results (more than 60% acceptance of

the null hypothesis) at a 1% significance level. For the type

II numerical experiments, we find that, using monthly

averaged values for X;G~c;G ~N and G~c ~N, it is possible to

obtain an acceptance level greater than 60% even at a 10%

significance level with a liberty degree of n ¼ 15 (Table 2).

As in the case of type I numerical experiments, this success

rate decreases as the liberty degree n increases, but it

remains acceptable at the 5% significance level with n ¼ 40.

Thus, we realise a better performance for the type II set-up.

We assume this result is because this initial conditions set-

up better corresponds with the observed asymmetry of

hydrological statistical datasets and because asymmetric

distributions are less sensitive to the wrong drift and

diffusion of forecasted PDCs.

The performance assessment of the stochastic model

deserves independent research. For the purpose of this

paper we have applied criteria that usually are used to

compare empirical probability distributions against theor-

etical distribution functions in order to select the theoretical

curve that better represents the empirical data. In our case

we are comparing the forecasted PDC against the theoreti-

cal curve that has been adjusted to observed data, hence

two theoretical sets are being compared: then a lack of

proper criteria emerges. The authors did not find any work

regarding this issue and the proposed assessment can be

understood as a first approach to this matter.

CONCLUSIONS

The Numerical Time-Weighted Bidirectional Scheme

(NTBS) presented here solves a wide spectrum of complex

set-ups for the FPK equation. This scheme allows time-

dependent nonlinear drift and diffusion coefficients and can

work in a totally explicit, implicit or weighted manner. For

the explicit solution, where s ¼ 0 in Equation (9), a stability

CFL condition was proposed as in Equation (10). Even for

the explicit solution, the computational time has proved to be

acceptable (no more than minutes for Dt # 1026). The

proposed scheme enables a two-directional drift, overcom-

ing the instability of centred finite differences and guarantee-

ing the exit to a Dirac d function when noise intensities tend

to zero. For the linear drift and diffusion coefficients

presented here, the numerical solution of the FPK equation

agrees very well with the analytical solution. The stability

condition for the diffusive term is stronger than the same

condition for the drift term. Because its stability condition

(10) is stronger, we allow numerical diffusivity to take place

within the solution to the numerical FPK equation. We found

that with a real problem set-up (PDC forecast for affluences

to the Betania hydropower reservoir), this numerical diffu-

sion could be handled by optimising the noise intensities. We

therefore reached a satisfactory success rate for the operative

PDC forecast (less than 40% of null hypothesis rejection). We

used trial and error to optimise the time dynamics of the

noise intensities. We suppose that more sophisticated

algorithms, such as gradient solvers, could offer better results.

A better performance was realised using the initial

conditions of the type II set-up rather than those of the type

I set-up. We ensured that this was because an asymmetric

PDC was less sensitive to incorrect drift and diffusion in the

forecasted PDC and because asymmetric initial conditions

correspond better to the natural asymmetry of hydrological

datasets. However, we still think that the performance of

such nonstationary PDC forecasts must be studied deeper.

In fact, for deterministic models there is a long tradition and

very well-established performance criteria (Dawson et al.

2007), but for stochastic models this could still be

considered an open question.

The technique presented here for solving the FPK

equation allows hydrological risk assessment under

nonstationary conditions and can be used as a model

operator to solve the inverse modelling problem for water

resource management. This tool is valuable for the climate

change process and can be useful for establishing

measures of adaptability to future climate conditions.
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For the hydropower sector, using this approach can already

be considered mandatory. Finally, the statistical moments of

streamflows can be used to indicate water availability. The

sensibility of such indicators to the climate change process

and even to human pressure on river basins can be

established using this method to assess the dynamics of

statistical moments in response to changes to the input and

system parameters.
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